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Metaanalysis of the relationship between violent video game play and physical aggression over time

Anna T. Prescott, James D. Sargent, and Jay G. Hull

To clarify and quantify the influence of video game violence (VGV) on aggressive behavior, we conducted a metaanalysis of all prospective studies to date that assessed the relation between exposure to VGV and subsequent overt physical aggression. The search strategy identified 24 studies with over 17,000 participants and time lags ranging from 3 months to 4 years. The samples comprised various nationalities and ethnicities with mean ages from 9 to 19 years. For each study we obtained the standardized regression coefficient for the prospective effect of VGV on subsequent aggression, controlling for baseline aggression. VGV was related to aggression using both fixed ($\beta = 0.113, 95\% \text{ CI} = (0.098, 0.128)$) and random effects models ($\beta = 0.106 (0.078, 0.134)$). When all available covariates were included, the size of the effect remained significant for both models ($\beta = 0.080 (0.065, 0.094)$ and $\beta = 0.078 (0.053, 0.102)$, respectively). No evidence of publication bias was found. Ethnicity was a statistically significant moderator for the fixed-effects models ($P < 0.011$) but not for the random-effects models. Stratified analyses indicated the effect was largest among Whites, intermediate among Asians, and non-significant among Hispanics. Discussion focuses on the implications of such findings for current debates regarding the effects of violent video games on physical aggression.

A controversy has developed over the relation of violent video game play and aggression (1–4). Whereas the majority of those who conduct research on this topic argue that playing such games increases aggressive behavior, a vocal minority has argued that the relation of game play and real-world aggressive behavior is at best overstated and at worst spurious. The controversy has had important real-world implications. In 2011, the US Supreme Court struck down a California statute designed to limit purchases and rentals of extremely violent video games by children (5). The majority opinion expressed skepticism about the importance of effects of violent video games, likening them to a “harmless pastime” (5).

Violent Video Game Play and Aggression

The case that violent video game play increases aggressive behavior has been made most forcefully by Anderson et al. (6); see also refs. 7 and 8). Specifically, these authors undertook a comprehensive metaanalysis of the literature on the impact of violent video game play on six categories of aggressive response: cognition, affect, arousal, empathy/sensitization to violence, overt aggressive behavior, and overt prosocial behavior. Their metaanalysis examined effects from over 130 research reports based on over 130,000 participants. On the basis of these analyses, the authors concluded that violent video game play is positively associated with aggressive behavior, aggressive cognition, and aggressive affect, as well as negatively associated with empathy for victims of violence and with prosocial behavior. Furthermore, the authors concluded that these effects are statistically reliable in experimental, cross-sectional, and longitudinal studies, are observed across cultures, gender, and game types (e.g., first vs. third person perspective; human vs. nonhuman targets; and so forth), and that methodologically superior studies tended to yield larger effects. A more recent metaanalysis by Greitemeyer and Mügge (9) came to similar conclusions.

Although hailed by some as conclusively demonstrating a link between violent video game play and aggression (7), the Anderson et al. (6) metaanalysis did not decrease skepticism among a vocal minority of researchers (10). In a wide range of articles, Ferguson (2, 11–16) has leveled four criticisms at research purporting to show that video game violence (VGV) increases real-world aggression: (i) many studies that support such a link use measures of “nonserious aggression” (e.g., accessibility of aggression related words, aggression related feelings) that inflate effect-size estimates; (ii) many studies do not include important covariates as statistical controls and hence any observed effects may be spurious consequences of third variable relationships; (iii) there is a bias to publish studies supporting a VGV → aggression link as opposed to those reporting a null effect; and (iv) even if one accepts the existence of a VGV → aggression relationship, the estimated effect size typically reported is exceedingly weak. Despite the fact that these arguments have been vigorously rebutted by Anderson and his colleagues (8), Ferguson and his colleagues have continued to stand by their critique (2, 15, 17, 18). With respect to the critiques raised by Ferguson et al. (19–21), it is noteworthy that these researchers have conducted three rigorous longitudinal studies that have found no significant relationship between violent video game play and aggression. They attribute these noneffects in part to: (i) using measures of “serious” aggression (e.g., overt physical aggression), and (ii) including appropriate control covariates.

Ethnicity and Game Play

Some evidence exists supporting the potential of ethnicity and culture to moderate VGV effects. Anderson et al. (6) noted in their metaanalysis of aggressive behavior in longitudinal designs that the VGV effect was somewhat larger in Western than Eastern cultures and this difference approached statistical significance ($P = 0.07$). At the same time, in these comparisons cultural differences were confounded with variation in research designs, such that it was unclear whether the difference should be attributed to cultural differences in vulnerability or to the use of different measures (6).

The potential for ethnicity to moderate the effects of video game exposure on aggression was corroborated by Ferguson (15) in his own recent metaanalysis. In that work, Ferguson found a statistically significant association between exposure to video game play and aggression was corroborated by Ferguson (15) in his own recent metaanalysis. In that work, Ferguson found a statistically significant association between exposure to video game play and aggression.
games and aggressive behavior among studies that used Western samples, but this relationship was not significant among studies that used Asian or Hispanic samples. Because these metaanalytic findings were based on studies that measured exposure to all video games (rather than focusing on violent games), the results may not speak to questions about VGV effects per se, but they do support the view of ethnicity as a potential moderator of aggressive outcomes.

Metaanalysis of Longitudinal Research on VGV and Aggressive Behavior

The present review aims to address the four arguments outlined above that have been made against a relationship between VGV and aggression, and to reassess evidence for ethnicity as a moderator of this relationship. In reviewing the literature we focus on what we regard as providing the most stringent and appropriate test of the violent video game → aggression hypothesis: longitudinal designs that examine the association of violent video game play at one point in time with overt physical aggression at a subsequent point in time, while covarying prior aggression. By focusing on overt physical aggression, we avoid the criticism that other nonserous measures of aggression falsely inflate the effect size seen in the literature. By conducting a metaanalysis, we can estimate the average size, statistical reliability, and heterogeneity of effects in the literature. This allows us to examine the extent to which those estimates vary as a function of (i) the statistical covariates included by individual researchers and (ii) the culture/ethnicity of the participant. Finally, we looked for evidence of publication bias using a variety of methods.

Methods

Study Retrieval and Selection. We searched the electronic databases PsycInfo, PubMed, Web of Science, and ERIC using combinations of keywords associated with video game play (video gam* OR videogam* OR computer gam* OR electronic gam*), longitudinal designs (longitudinal OR prospective), and aggressive behavior (aggress* OR violen* OR delinquen*). The search included articles published up to April 1, 2017. Studies from any country were eligible for inclusion, and those published in languages other than English were eligible for inclusion as long as they could be translated into English. Articles, dissertations, and book chapters were eligible for inclusion regardless of whether they were published or unpublished.

To be eligible for inclusion in the metaanalysis, studies must have measured violent video game exposure and physical aggression at one point in time and measure physical aggression at least 3 wk later. Because the relationship of interest is specific to a subset of video games with violent or mature content, studies were excluded if they assessed total video game exposure (rather than exposure to violent or mature-rated games) or if they assessed exposure to violent movies or media other than video games. Only studies that measured real-world, overt physical aggression were included, based on the perspective that video game-induced changes in cognition (e.g., attitudes, attributional bias), emotion (e.g., hostility, emotional desensitization), feelings (e.g., empathic concern), and arousal are principally important insofar as they elucidate psychological processes that can serve as mediators for an established behavioral effect. Self-reports of real-world aggressive behavior were acceptable aggression measures, as were similar ratings provided by parents, teachers, or peers. Reports using hypothetical scenarios and reports restricted to verbal aggression were not considered acceptable measures. Finally, the search was restricted to longitudinal designs, given their strength in reducing the plausibility of reverse-causality. Although restricting the review to longitudinal studies of real-world, overt physical aggression does not preclude studies that use experimental designs, it does eliminate from consideration those laboratory-based experiments whose effects might be criticized as involving only temporary effects on behavior. Each set of authors for the resulting studies were contacted to inquire as to any information they might have regarding other published or unpublished longitudinal studies of video game play and aggression.

For all studies, the effect-size estimate used was the standardized regression coefficient associated with violent video game play and subsequent physical aggression, calculated while including prior aggression as a covariate. This estimate was preferred over a zero-order correlation because it better characterizes the relationship of interest, namely the link between violent video game exposure and subsequent change in aggression, which requires prior aggression to be taken into consideration. In addition, insofar as researchers included covariates beyond violent video game play and prior aggression in their originally published effects, we contacted each research team and requested that they supply us with the standardized regression coefficient associated with baseline violent video game play when used to predict subsequent physical aggression while covarying: (i) baseline physical aggression only and (ii) baseline physical aggression and gender.

Statistical Analysis. We estimated overall effects and heterogeneity in the effect sizes using both fixed-effects and random-effects metaanalytic modeling. We then tested whether some of the observed heterogeneity was predictable from three identifiable study characteristics: majority participant ethnicity, average participant age at study inception, and longitudinal time lag in measurement of aggression. Finally, we performed publication bias analyses described in detail below. We used both SPSS v20 and the R package “meta” (22) to conduct metaanalyses and publication bias analyses.

Results

Literature Search Results. Ultimately, our search yielded 24 studies (19–21, 23–40) (Table 1), of which only 5 appeared in the earlier metaanalysis by Anderson et al. (6) and 8 of which appeared in a more recent metaanalysis by Greitemeyer and Mügge (9). These studies included over 17,000 participants from a wide variety of countries (Austria, Canada, Germany, Japan, Malaysia, the Netherlands, Singapore, and the United States). Participants’ average age ranged from 8.9 to 19.3 y, and the longitudinal time lag ranged from 3 mo to just over 4 y. The vast majority of these studies measured violent video game play and aggressive behavior at an initial point in time and then used both measures to predict subsequent aggressive behavior in a simultaneous regression analysis (or path analysis or structural equation model) while including a variety of control covariates. All studies measured exposure to violent video games rather than experimentally manipulating video game exposure.

Table 1 summarizes the major characteristics of these studies, including participant nationality and our categorization of the participants as representatives of three primary ethnicities: White, Hispanic, and Asian. In addition, the table includes a brief description of the physical aggression measure used, average age of participants at baseline, time lag to assessment of subsequent physical aggression, and effect-size estimates without covariates other than baseline aggression, with baseline aggression and gender, and with all covariates included in the original report.

Basic Analyses.

Effect-size estimates using only autoregressive lag as a covariate. For all but one of the datasets, we were able to obtain estimates of the standardized regression coefficient associating only initial violent video game play with subsequent physical aggression, covarying initial physical aggression (Table 1). A fixed-effects metaanalysis yielded an average coefficient of β = 0.113, 95% CI = (0.098, 0.128), z = 14.815, P < 0.001, and a Q statistic, χ²(22) = 61.820, P < 0.001, that indicated significant heterogeneity. A Hedges–Vevea random-effects metaanalysis yielded similar effect-size estimates, β = 0.106, 95% CI = (0.078, 0.134), z = 7.462, P < 0.001, and a Q statistic, χ²(22) = 28.109, P = 0.172, indicating nonsignificant heterogeneity.

Effect-size estimates using autoregressive lag plus covariates. Subsequent analyses were conducted that involved estimates adjusted for all covariates used in the 24 originally reported results. A majority of studies reported positive estimates indicating that violent video game play was associated with increases over time in physical aggression controlling for prior aggression and all other covariates.

A fixed-effects metaanalysis yielded an average coefficient of β = 0.080, 95% CI = (0.065, 0.094), z = 10.387, P < 0.001, and a Q statistic, χ²(23) = 50.556, P = 0.001 (indicating significant heterogeneity). A Hedges–Vevea random-effects analysis yielded similar effect-size estimates, β = 0.078, 95% CI = (0.053, 0.102), z = 6.173, P < 0.001, and a Q statistic, χ²(23) = 27.404, P = 0.239, indicating nonsignificant heterogeneity. (Results from the analyses that included both the autoregressive lag and gender as covariates...
We conducted three analyses to assess possible...sustained violent video game play 9–12 with aggressive slope.

Publication bias. We conducted three analyses to assess possible publication bias, none of which found evidence for overestimation of the effect in the literature. Rosenthal Fail-Safe n estimates indicated that in excess of 700 null findings would be necessary to jeopardize the conclusion that a positive longitudinal relation exists between violent video game play and physical aggression (estimates using only the aggression autoregressive lag covariate, Fail-Safe n = 1,334; estimates using all covariates, Fail-Safe n = 723). The Begg and Mazumdar (41) rank correlation τ-b was nonsignificant for both the random-effects model and the model that included all covariates, τ-b = −0.033, P = 0.823. Finally, a trim and fill analysis (42, 43) applied to these data did not add any effects to the distribution, once again indicating lack of publication bias.

Moderator Analyses. To explore potential moderators of these observed effects, we examined variation in effect-size estimates associated with three study characteristics: participant ethnicity, age, and time lag between measurements of aggression.

Ethnicity. Moderator analyses were conducted to test for variation in effect sizes as a function of participant ethnicity. In all but one case, studies were categorized based on the predominant ethnicity of the sample: White, Hispanic, or Asian (Table 1). In the case of the study by Hull et al. (33) it was possible to calculate effect sizes separately for each of these ethnic categories based.
on each participant's self-identification. Although all other analyses used the overall effect-size estimates from the Hull et al. total sample \((n = 2,723)\), analyses testing the moderating effect of ethnicity instead involved the specific effect sizes associated with each of the three Hull et al. subsamples: White \((n = 1,831)\), Hispanic \((n = 442)\), and Asian/Pacific Islander \((n = 49)\).

A fixed-effects moderator analysis using the three ethnic categories in Table 1 applied to the “autoregressive lag only” estimates yielded a significant moderator effect, \(\chi^2(2) = 13.658, P = 0.001\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors and Year</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>ES</th>
<th>[95% CI]</th>
<th>W(fix)</th>
<th>W(rand)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ethnicity = White</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moeller &amp; Krahe 2009</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>[0.116; 0.420]</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hirtenlehner &amp; Strohmeier 2015</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>[0.090; 0.286]</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fikkers et al. 2016</td>
<td>943</td>
<td>0.180</td>
<td>[0.118; 0.241]</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krahe et al. 2012</td>
<td>1715</td>
<td>0.180</td>
<td>[0.134; 0.225]</td>
<td>10.3%</td>
<td>6.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bucolo 2010</td>
<td>648</td>
<td>0.170</td>
<td>[0.094; 0.244]</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
<td>4.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson et al. 2008 (3)</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>[0.065; 0.265]</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willoughby et al. 2012</td>
<td>1492</td>
<td>0.164</td>
<td>[0.114; 0.213]</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
<td>6.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adachi &amp; Willoughby 2016</td>
<td>1132</td>
<td>0.136</td>
<td>[0.078; 0.193]</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gentile, Welk, et al. 2009</td>
<td>865</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>[0.046; 0.177]</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hull et al. 2014 (1)</td>
<td>1831</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>[0.057; 0.148]</td>
<td>11.0%</td>
<td>6.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemmens et al. 2011</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>[0.006; 0.173]</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breuer et al. 2015 (2)</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>[-0.092; 0.243]</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staude–Mueller 2011</td>
<td>472</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>[-0.044; 0.136]</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greitemeyer &amp; Sagioglou 2017</td>
<td>743</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>[-0.040; 0.104]</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>von Salisch et al. 2011</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>-0.021</td>
<td>[-0.151; 0.109]</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breuer et al. 2015 (1)</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>-0.151</td>
<td>[-0.309; 0.015]</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fixed effect model</strong></td>
<td>11763</td>
<td>0.130</td>
<td>[0.112; 0.148]</td>
<td>70.8%</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Random effects model</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>[0.087; 0.153]</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>69.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Ethnicity = Asian             |     |       |                        |        |         |
| Anderson et al. 2008 (1)      | 181 | 0.144 | [-0.002; 0.284]        | 1.1%   | 2.4%    |
| Anderson et al. 2008 (2)      | 1050| 0.115 | [0.055; 0.174]         | 6.3%   | 5.5%    |
| Shibuya et al. 2008           | 498 | 0.072 | [-0.016; 0.159]        | 3.0%   | 4.3%    |
| Gentile et al. 2014           | 2029| 0.065 | [0.022; 0.108]         | 12.2%  | 6.3%    |
| Hull et al. 2014 (3)          | 49  | -0.098| [-0.369; 0.188]        | 0.3%   | 0.8%    |
| **Fixed effect model**        | 3807| 0.082 | [0.050; 0.113]         | 22.9%  | —       |
| **Random effects model**      |     | 0.082 | [0.050; 0.113]         | —      | 19.3%   |

| Ethnicity = Hispanic          |     |       |                        |        |         |
| Ferguson et al. 2013          | 143 | 0.069 | [-0.096; 0.231]        | 0.8%   | 2.0%    |
| Hull et al. 2014 (2)          | 442 | 0.062 | [-0.031; 0.154]        | 2.7%   | 4.0%    |
| Ferguson 2011                 | 302 | 0.035 | [-0.078; 0.147]        | 1.8%   | 3.3%    |
| Ferguson et al. 2012          | 165 | -0.068| [-0.219; 0.086]        | 1.0%   | 2.3%    |
| **Fixed effect model**        | 1052| 0.035 | [-0.026; 0.095]        | 6.3%   | —       |
| **Random effects model**      |     | 0.035 | [-0.026; 0.095]        | —      | 11.6%   |

**Fixed effect model** 16622

**Random effects model**

Heterogeneity: \(Q=64.5, df=24, p<0.0001\)

Fig. 1. Standardized regression coefficients (\(\beta\)) associating baseline violent video game play with subsequent physical aggression including an autoregressive lag for aggression and based on data selected for ethnicity moderator analyses. Estimated effect size (ES; square) and 95% confidence interval (CI; lines) are displayed for all effects entered into the metaanalysis (19–21, 23–31, 33–40). Diamonds represent metaanalytically weighted mean \(\beta\). Weight percentages for fixed-effects and random-effects models are labeled W(fix) and W(rand), respectively. For studies with multiple independent samples, the result for each sample is reported separately and numbered 1, 2, or 3.
Separate analyses indicated that the effect was largest among White participants, intermediate among Asian participants, and smallest among Hispanic participants (see Fig. 1 for estimates within each group, in addition to overall estimates based on these study samples). The fixed-effects moderator analysis using two ethnic categories of Hispanic vs. non-Hispanic also yielded a significant moderator effect, $\chi^2(1) = 6.820$, $P = 0.009$. Both the random-effects moderator comparison of three ethnicities and the random-effects comparison of Hispanic vs. non-Hispanic samples approached significance, $\chi^2(2) = 5.125$, $P = 0.077$, and $\chi^2(1) = 3.745$, $P = 0.053$, respectively.

A fixed-effects moderator analysis using three ethnic categories applied to the “all covariates” estimates yielded a significant moderator effect, $\chi^2(2) = 9.059$, $P = 0.011$, of the same form as observed previously. In this case, neither the random-effects moderator comparison of three ethnicities, $\chi^2(2) = 3.915$, $P = 0.141$, nor the Hispanic vs. non-Hispanic comparison, $\chi^2(1) = 2.280$, $P = 0.131$, achieved statistical significance.

**Time lag.** A fixed-effects moderator analysis using three time-lag categories (less than 1 y, 1 y, more than 1 y) applied to the “autoregressive lag only” estimates yielded a significant moderator effect, $\chi^2(2) = 14.218$, $P < 0.001$. Separate analyses indicated that the effect was largest in the studies with a lag of longer than 1 y, $\beta = 0.157$, 95% CI = (0.130, 0.184), $z = 11.220$, $P < 0.001$, and smaller in studies with a lag equal to 1 y, $\beta = 0.094$, 95% CI = (0.069, 0.120), $z = 7.243$, $P < 0.001$, or less than 1 y, $\beta = 0.095$, 95% CI = (0.070, 0.120), $z = 7.441$, $P < 0.001$. A random-effects moderator analysis did not achieve conventional levels of significance, $\chi^2(2) = 4.001$, $P = 0.135$.

**Age.** A fixed-effects moderator analysis using two age categories (age 12 and younger, age 13 and older) yielded a moderator effect that approached significance, $\chi^2(1) = 3.788$, $P = 0.052$. Separate analyses indicated that the effect was slightly larger in studies that examined effects among older children, $\beta = 0.128$, 95% CI = (0.109, 0.147), $z = 13.119$, $P < 0.001$, than those with younger children, $\beta = 0.097$, 95% CI = (0.072, 0.122), $z = 7.456$, $P < 0.001$. A random-effects moderator analysis did not achieve conventional levels of significance, $\chi^2(1) = 0.982$, $P = 0.322$.

**Discussion**

Researchers have been divided with respect to the question of whether or not playing violent video games is associated with subsequent increases in physical aggression. Although a majority of researchers have argued for such an association, a vocal minority has claimed that existing evidence is flawed in multiple respects. Our results speak to three of the four specific criticisms of this literature outlined previously.

First, to address the criticism that many existing studies used “nonserious” measures of aggression (e.g., aggressive cognitions or affect), we limited our metaanalysis to studies that measured changes in overt, physical aggression over the course of months or years. Our results demonstrated a reliable metaanalytic effect in longitudinal studies even when controlling for baseline levels of physical aggression, suggesting that the effects of violent video games extend to meaningful behaviors in the real world.

Second, to address arguments that estimates of this effect were spurious based on a failure to include adequate statistical controls, we conducted our analyses first with baseline aggression as the sole covariate and again with all covariates originally included in each study. Results showed that inclusion of covariates appears to have only a minor impact on the estimated association of game play and aggression. Indeed, for two of the three studies reported by Ferguson et al. (20, 21), inclusion of their preferred covariates slightly increased the size of the association (Table 1).

Third, whereas existing metaanalyses have been criticized as failing to take into account the potential for publication bias, we observed no evidence that studies with null or negative effect sizes have been underrepresented in the literature, despite using three different analytical approaches to assess publication bias. Importantly, the analytical approaches used to arrive at this conclusion have been demonstrated to possess complementary qualities: the trim-and-fill technique has high statistical power but a high type I error rate, whereas the Begg and Mazumdar’s rank correlation test has lower power but yields virtually no type I errors (44). The fact that both of these tests reach the same conclusion suggests the results are reliable.

With respect to the fourth criticism, focused on the size of these effects, our metaanalysis yielded a modest effect size of 0.11 when additional covariates were not included. Ferguson and his colleagues have noted that a regression coefficient of 0.10 is associated with only 1% of the variance in the outcome and concluded that this is so small as to be meaningless. However, others countered that squared regression coefficients provide a less-appropriate metric for judging the practical significance of effects compared with estimates of relative risk (1, 45). In fact, Rosenthal (45) argued that reliance on $r^2$ values to interpret effect sizes is particularly problematic in the context of studying antisocial behaviors, such as aggression, stating “our ability to predict and control antisocial behavior is not at all trivial in practical terms, despite the apparently small $r^2$s obtained in most studies” (45). Regardless of one’s subjective definition of a meaningful effect size, it is clear that a statistically significant, reliable effect exists in the literature.

Although our study supports a skeptical view of aforementioned criticisms of the literature on VGV and aggression, our results offer a possible alternative explanation for the differing conclusions reached by researchers on opposite sides of the debate. Specifically, we found evidence that the effect of VGV on aggression is moderated by sample ethnicity, with White participants showing the strongest effect and Hispanic participants showing no significant effects. Effects for Asian participants fell between those for the other two groups.

The possibility that the effects of violent video games on aggression are moderated by ethnicity was raised in a previous metaanalysis by Anderson et al. (6) that included both Western and Asian (but not Hispanic) samples. At the same time, these authors argued that: (i) the moderating effect of ethnicity only approached conventional levels of significance and (ii) could not be interpreted with confidence given methodological limitations in research methodology. A subsequent metaanalysis by Ferguson (15) replicated and extended this finding by showing that video game effects were present among Western but not Asian or Hispanic samples. However, because those analyses involved studies of all design types (including nonlongitudinal) and did not take into account the type of game (violent vs. nonviolent) in the studies’ video game exposure measurements, the results do not speak directly to the question of VGV effects over time.

In contrast, the present metaanalysis focused specifically on studies of violent video game exposure that used longitudinal designs and expanded upon the findings by Anderson et al. (6) by including many longitudinal studies published since and by distinguishing Hispanic in addition to White and Asian samples. Our results showed a statistically significant moderation effect of ethnicity (albeit using fixed-effects estimates), such that the strongest association was observed among White samples, an intermediate association for Asian samples, and a small, non-significant association for Hispanic samples. That said, given the small number of studies with Hispanic samples, more studies of this population are clearly needed before making firm conclusions about the effect of violent games on this group.

Even if differences between ethnic groups are established, the question remains as to why ethnicity might moderate the influence of violent video games on aggressive behavior. Anderson et al. (6) elaborated five reasons to expect smaller media effect sizes in Eastern than Western societies. Specifically, they discuss
cross-cultural differences in: (i) how violence is contextualized in the media; (ii) the extent to which individuals attend to the situational context of action; (iii) the meaning, experience, and processing of emotions; (iv) the public–private context in which video games are typically played; and (v) the social networks of gamers. To these reasons, we would add variation across cultures in the meaning of being a perpetrator and a victim of aggression. From this perspective, cultures that promote social responsibility and empathy toward victims of violence may decrease the effects of violent game play by leading individuals to psychologically distance themselves from their virtual aggression and from its implications for their personal values and real-world behavior. Conversely, cultures that promote rugged individualism and a warrior-like mentality may lead individuals to identify with the role of aggressor and dampen sympathy toward their virtual victims, with consequences for their values and behavior outside the game.

With respect to such an account of the ethnicity-based moderation of the effect of VGV on aggression observed in the current metaanalysis, Anderson et al. (6) found that culture moderated the impact of violent video game play on desensitization to violence and empathy such that participants from Western cultures showed greater desensitization and larger decreases in empathy than those from Eastern cultures. Findings by Romans et al. (46) suggest that, similar to the contrast between those from Eastern cultures, Hispanic participants appear to maintain empathy for victims in the face of media depictions of violence. With respect to desensitization and decreased empathy being a cause of the impact of VGV on subsequent aggression, Bartholow et al. (47) found that empathy mediated the impact of VGV on aggression in an experimental design. At the same time, whereas empathy for the victim of VGV may decrease subsequent aggression, empathy for perpetrators may actually increase subsequent aggression by motivating justification of their actions (e.g., refs. 48 and 49). Obviously, although our account is consistent with a variety of empirical findings, additional research is necessary to establish empathy as a plausible mediator of the observed moderating influence of ethnicity on aggression in the current metaanalysis.

Conclusion
On the basis of this metaanalysis, we conclude that playing violent video games is associated with greater levels of overt physical aggression over time, after accounting for prior aggression. These findings support the general claim that violent video game play is associated with increases in physical aggression over time. Furthermore, the results speak to three specific criticisms of this literature by demonstrating: (i) that violent video game play is associated with increases in measures of serious aggressive behavior (i.e., overt, physical aggression), (ii) that estimates of this effect are only slightly decreased by inclusion of statistical covariates, and (iii) by finding no evidence of publication bias.

Results further suggest the VGV effect on aggression may be moderated by sample ethnicity such that it is most strongly observed among White participants, less strongly but reliably observed among Asian participants, and unreliably among Hispanic participants. In addition, designs that involve longer time lags appear to be associated with larger effects, a finding consistent with observations in multiwave studies (e.g., ref. 33).

In sum, the results of our metaanalysis pose serious challenges to several major criticisms of the literature linking VGV and physical aggression, and they offer a simple explanation for the inconsistent findings by researchers on opposing sides of the debate. We hope these findings will assist the field in moving past the question of whether violent video games increase aggressive behavior, and toward questions regarding why, when, and for whom they have such effects.
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